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Abstract8

Analysis by liquid chromatography and tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) can iden-9

tify and quantify thousands of proteins in microgram-level samples, such as those comprised10

of thousands of cells. This process, however, remains challenging for smaller samples, such11

as the proteomes of single mammalian cells, because reduced protein levels reduce the num-12

ber of confidently sequenced peptides. To alleviate this reduction, we developed Data-driven13

Alignment of Retention Times for IDentification (DART-ID). DART-ID implements princi-14

pled Bayesian frameworks for global retention time (RT) alignment and for incorporating15

RT estimates towards improved confidence estimates of peptide-spectrum-matches. When16

applied to bulk or to single-cell samples, DART-ID increased the number of data points by17

30 – 50% at 1% FDR, and thus decreased missing data. Benchmarks indicate excellent quan-18

tification of peptides upgraded by DART-ID and support their utility for quantitative anal-19

ysis, such as identifying cell types and cell-type specific proteins. The additional datapoints20

provided by DART-ID boost the statistical power and double the number of proteins identi-21

fied as differentially abundant in monocytes and T-cells. DART-ID can be applied to diverse22

experimental designs and is freely available at http://github.com/SlavovLab/DART-ID.23
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Author Summary24

Identifying and quantifying proteins in single cells gives researchers the ability to tackle complex25

biological problems that involve single cell heterogeneity, such as the treatment of solid tumors.26

Mass spectrometry analysis of peptides can identify their sequence from their masses and the27

masses of their fragment ion, but often times these pieces of evidence are insufficient for a confi-28

dent peptide identification. This problem is exacerbated when analyzing lowly abundant samples29

such as single cells. To identify even peptides with weak mass spectra, DART-ID incorporates30

their retention time – the time when they elute from the liquid chromatography used to physically31

separate them. We present both a novel method of aligning the retention times of peptides across32

experiments, as well as a rigorous framework for using the estimated retention times to enhance33

peptide sequence identification. Incorporating the retention time as additional evidence leads to34

a substantial increase in the number of samples in which proteins are confidently identified and35

quantified.36

Introduction37

Advancements in the sensitivity and discriminatory power of protein mass-spectrometry (MS) have38

enabled the quantitative analysis of increasingly limited amounts of samples. Recently, we have39

developed Single Cell Proteomics by Mass Spectrometry (SCoPE-MS). SCoPE-MS uses a bar-40

coded carrier to boost the MS signal from single-cells and enhance sequence identification[1, 2].41

While this design allows quantifying hundreds of proteins in single mammalian cells, sequence42

identification remains challenging because many lowly abundant peptides generate only a few43

fragment ions that are insufficient for confident identification [3, 4]. Such low confidence pep-44

tides are generally not used for protein quantification, and thus reduce the data points available for45

further analyses. We sought to overcome this challenge by using both the retention time (RT) of46

an ion and its MS/MS spectra to achieve more confident peptide identifications. To this end, we47

developed a novel data-driven Bayesian framework for aligning RTs and for updating peptide con-48

fidence. DART-ID minimizes assumptions, aligns RTs with median residual error below 3 seconds,49

and increases the fraction of cells in which peptides are confidently identified.50
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Multiple existing approaches – including Skyline ion matching [5], moFF match-between-51

runs [6], MaxQuant match-between-runs [7, 8], DeMix-Q [9] and Open-MS FFId [10] – allow52

combining MS1 spectra with other informative features, such as RT and precursor ion intensity,53

to enhance peptide identification. These methods, in principle, may identify any ion detected in a54

survey scan (MS1 level) even if it was not sent for fragmentation and second MS scan (MS2) in55

every run. Thus by not using MS2 spectra, these methods may overcome the limiting bottleneck56

of tandem MS: the need to isolate, fragment and analyze the fragments in order to identify and57

quantify the peptide sequence.58

However not using the MS2 spectra for identification has a downside: The MS2 spectra contain59

highly informative features even for ions that could not be confidently identified based on spectra60

alone. This is particularly important when MS/MSed ions are the only ones that can be quanti-61

fied, as in the case of isobaric mass tags. Thus, the MS1-based methods have a strong advantage62

when quantification relies only on MS1 ions (e.g., LFQ [11], and SILAC [12]), while methods63

using all MS2 spectra can more fully utilize all quantifiable data from isobaric tandem-mass-tag64

experiments.65

DART-ID aims to use all MS2 spectra, including those of very low confidence PSMs, and66

combines them with accurate RT estimates to update peptide-spectrum-match (PSM) confidence67

within a principled Bayesian framework. Unlike previous MS2-based methods which incorporate68

RT estimates into features for FDR recalculation [13], discriminants [14], filters [15–17], or scores69

[18, 19], we update the ID confidence directly with a Bayesian framework [20, 21]. Crucial to this70

method is the accuracy of the alignment method; the higher the accuracy of RT estimates, the more71

informative they are for identifying the peptide sequence.72

The RT of a peptide is a specific and informative feature of its sequence, and this specificity73

has motivated approaches aiming to estimate peptide RTs. These approaches either (i) predict74

RTs from peptide sequences or (ii) align empirically measured RTs. Estimated peptide RTs have75

a wide range of uses, such as scheduling targeted MS/MS experiments [22], building efficient76

inclusion and exclusion lists for LC-MS/MS [23, 24], or augmenting MS2 mass spectra to increase77

identification rates [14–19].78

Peptide RTs can be estimated from physical properties such as sequence length, constituent79
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amino acids, and amino acid positions, as well as chromatography conditions, such as column80

length, pore size, and gradient shape. These features predict the relative hydrophobicity of peptide81

sequences and thus RTs for LC used with MS [25–31]. The predicted RTs can be improved by82

implementing machine learning algorithms that incorporate confident, observed peptides as train-83

ing data [15, 19, 32–35]. Predicted peptide RTs are mostly used for scheduling targeted MS/MS84

analyses where acquisition time is limited, e.g., multiple reaction monitoring [22]. They can also85

be used to aid peptide sequencing, as exemplified by “peptide fingerprinting” – a method that86

identifies peptides based on an ion’s RT and mass over charge (m/z) [28, 36–38]. While peptide87

fingerprinting has been successful for low complexity samples, where MS1 m/z and RT space is88

less dense, it requires carefully controlled conditions and rigorous validation with MS2 spectra89

[37–41]. Predicted peptide RTs have more limited use with data-dependent acquisition, i.e., shot-90

gun proteomics. They have been used to generate data-dependent exclusion lists that spread MS291

scans over a more diverse subset of the proteome [23, 24], as well as to aid peptide identifica-92

tion from MS2 spectra, either by incorporating the RT error (difference between predicted and93

observed RTs) into a discriminant score [14], or filtering out observations by RT error to minimize94

the number of false positives selected [15–17]. In addition, RT error has been directly combined95

with search engine scores [18, 19]. Besides automated methods of boosting identification confi-96

dence, proteomics software suites such as Skyline allow the manual comparison of measured and97

predicted RTs to validate peptide identifications [5].98

The second group of approaches for estimating peptide RTs aligns empirically measured RTs99

across multiple experiments. Peptide RTs shift due to variation in sample complexity, matrix ef-100

fects, column age, room temperature and humidity. Thus, estimating peptide RTs from empirical101

measurements requires alignment that compensates for RT variation across experiments. Usually,102

RT alignment methods align the RTs of two experiments at a time, and typically utilize either a103

shared, confidently-identified set of endogenous peptides, or a set of spiked-in calibration peptides104

[42, 43]. Pairwise alignment approaches must choose a particular set of RTs that all other experi-105

ments are aligned to, and the choice of that reference RT set is not obvious. Alignment methods are106

limited by the availability of RTs measured in relevant experimental conditions, but can result in107

more accurate RT estimates when such empirical measurements are available [7, 8, 43]. Generally,108
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RT alignment methods provide more accurate estimations than RT prediction methods, discussed109

earlier, but also generally require more extensive data and cannot estimate RTs of peptides without110

empirical observations.111

Methods for RT alignment are various, and range from linear shifts to non-linear distortions and112

time warping [44]. Some have argued for the necessity of non-linear warping functions to correct113

for RT deviations [45], while others have posited that most of the variation can be explained by114

simple linear shifts [46]. More complex methods include multiple generalized additive models115

[47], or machine-learning based semi-supervised alignments [48]. Once experiments are aligned,116

peptide RTs can be predicted by applying experiment-specific alignment functions to the RT of a117

peptide observed in a reference run.118

Peptide RTs estimated by alignment can be used to schedule targeted MS/MS experiments –119

similar to the use of predicted RTs estimated from the physical properties of a peptide [43]. RT120

alignments are also crucial for MS1 ion/feature-matching algorithms, as discussed earlier [5–10],121

as well as in targeted analyses of results from data-independent acquisition (DIA) experiments122

[49–51]. The addition of a more complex, non-linear RT alignment model that incorporates thou-123

sands of endogenous peptides instead of a handful of spiked-in peptides increased the number of124

identifications in DIA experiments by up to 30% [52].125

With DART-ID, we implement a novel global RT alignment method that takes full advantage126

of SCoPE-MS data, which feature many experiments with analogous samples run on the same127

nano-LC (nLC) system [1, 2]. These experimental conditions yield many RT estimates per peptide128

with relatively small variability across experiments. In this context, we used empirical distribution129

densities that obviated assumptions about the functional dependence between peptide properties,130

RT, and RT variability and thus maximized the statistical power of highly reproducible RTs. This131

approach increases the number of experiments in which a peptide is identified with high enough132

confidence and its quantitative information can be used for analysis.133
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Results134

Model for global RT alignment and PSM confidence update135

Using RT for identifying peptide sequences starts with estimating the RT for each peptide, and136

we aimed to maximize the accuracy of RT estimation by optimizing RT alignment. Many existing137

methods can only align the RTs of two experiments at a time, i.e., pairwise alignment, based on138

partial least squares minimization, which does not account for the measurement errors in RTs [53].139

Furthermore, the selection of a reference experiment is non-trivial, and different choices can give140

quantitatively different alignment results. In order to address these challenges, we developed a141

global alignment method, sketched in Fig. 1a,b. The global alignment infers a reference RT for the142

ith peptide, µi as a latent variable with value µik in the kth experiment. This can be related to the143

measured RT for peptide i in experiment k, ρik.144

ρik = µik + εik (1)

where µik , gk(µi) and εik is an independent mean-zero error term expressing residual (unmod-145

eled) RT variation. As a first approximation, we assume that the observed RTs for any experiment146

can be well approximated using a two-segment linear regression model:147

gk(µi) =

β0k + β1kµi if µi < sk

β0k + β1ksk + β2k(µi − sk) if µi ≥ sk

(2)

where sk is the split point for the two segment regression in each experiment, and the param-

eters are constrained to not produce a negative RT and can be generalized to more complex

monotonically-constrained models, such as spline fitting or locally estimated scatterplot smooth-

ing (LOESS). We chose this model since we found that it outperformed a single-slope linear model

by capturing more of the inter-experiment variation in RTs, Fig. S2. Based on this model, we can

express the marginal likelihood for the RT of the ith peptide in the kth experiment as a mixture

model weighted by the probability of correct sequence assignment (λik, the spectral posterior error
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probability (PEP)); see Fig. S1 for more details.

P (ρik|µik, σik, λik)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood

∝ (1− λik)× fik(ρik | µik, σik)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PSM is correct

+ (λik)× f 0
k (ρik)︸ ︷︷ ︸

PSM is incorrect

(3)

where fik is the inferred RT density for peptide i in experiment k and f 0
k is the null RT density.148

In our implementation, we let fik ∼ Laplace(µik, σ
2
ik) and f 0

k ∼ Normal(µk, σ
2
k), which we found149

worked well in practice (See Fig. S4). This framework is modular and can be easily extended to150

use different distributions. To account for the fact that residual RT variation increases with mean151

RT and varies between experiments (Fig. S3), we model its standard deviation, σik, as a linearly152

increasing function of µi, Eq. 7.153

Using the vectorized likelihood function from Eq. 3 and the priors described in Methods, we solve154

Eq. 4 to infer the joint posterior distribution of all reference RTs (and associated model parameters)155

across all experiments:156

P (a,b,β0,β1, s,µ | ρ,λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior

∝ P (ρ | a,b,β0,β1, s,µ,λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood Eq. 3

P (a,b,β0,β1, s,µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior

(4)

The Bayesian inference described above infers all reference RTs, µ, from one global solution of157

Eq. 4. It allows the alignment to take advantage of any peptide observed in at least two experi-158

ments, regardless of the number of missing observations in other experiments. Furthermore, the159

mixture model described in Eq. 3 allows for the incorporation of low confidence peptides by using160

appropriate weights and accounting for the presence of false positives. Thus this method maxi-161

mizes the data used for alignment and obviates the need for spiked-in standards. Furthermore, the162

reference RT provides a principled choice for a reference (rather than choosing a particular experi-163

ment) that is free of measurement noise. The alignment process accounts for the error in individual164

observations by inferring a per peptide RT distribution, as opposed to aligning to a point estimate,165

as well as for variable RT deviations in experiments by using experiment-specific weights.166

The conceptual idea based on which we incorporate RT information for sequence identification167

is illustrated in Fig. 1c and formalized with Bayes’ theorem in Fig. 1d. We start with a peptide-168

spectrum-match (PSM) from a search engine and its associated probability to be incorrect (PEP;169
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posterior error probability) and correct, 1-PEP. If the RT of a PSM is far from the RT of its corre-170

sponding peptide, as PSM1 in Fig. 1c, then the spectrum is more likely to be observed if the PSM171

is incorrect, and thus we can decrease its confidence. Conversely, if the RT of a PSM is very close172

to the RT of its corresponding peptide, as PSM2 in Fig. 1c, then the spectrum is more likely to173

be observed if the PSM is correct, and thus we can increase its confidence. To estimate whether174

the RT of a PSM is more likely to be observed if the PSM is correct or incorrect, we use the con-175

ditional likelihood probability densities inferred from the alignment procedure in Eq. 3 (Fig. 1b).176

Combining these likelihood functions with Bayes’ theorem in Fig. 1d allows to formalize this logic177

and update the confidence of analyzed PSMs, which we quantify with DART-ID PEPs.178

Global alignment process reduces RT deviations179

To evaluate the global RT alignment by DART-ID, we used a staggered set of 46 60-minute LC-180

MS/MS runs performed over a span of 3 months. Each run was a diluted 1×M injection of a bulk181

100 ×M SCoPE-MS sample, as described in Table 1 and by Specht et al. [2]. The experiments182

were run over a span of three months so that the measured RTs captured expected variance in the183

chromatography. The measured RTs were compared to RTs predicted from peptide sequences [30,184

31, 34], and to top-performing aligning methods [7, 8, 43, 52], including the reference RTs from185

DART-ID; see Fig. 2a. All methods estimated RTs that explained the majority of the variance of the186

measured RTs, Fig. 2a. As expected, the alignment methods provided closer estimates, explaining187

over 99% of the variance.188

To evaluate the accuracy of RT estimates more rigorously, we compared the distributions of189

differences between the reference RTs and measured RTs, shown in Fig. 2b. This comparison again190

underscores that the differences are significantly smaller for alignment methods, and smallest for191

DART-ID. We further quantified these differences by computing the mean and median absolute192

RT deviations, i.e., |∆RT|, which is defined as the absolute value of the difference between the193

observed RT and the reference RT. For the prediction methods – SSRCalc [30], BioLCCC [31],194

and ELUDE [34] – the average deviations exceed 2 min, and ELUDE has the smallest average195

deviation of 2.5 min. The alignment methods result in smaller average deviations, all below < 1196

min, and DART-ID shows the smallest average deviation of 0.044 min (2.6 seconds).197
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DART-ID increases proteome coverage of SCoPE-MS experiments198

Search engines such as MaxQuant [7, 8] use the similarity between theoretically predicted and199

experimentally measured MS2 spectra of ions to match them to peptide sequences, i.e., peptide-200

spectrum-matches (PSM). The confidence of a PSM is commonly quantified by the probability of201

an incorrect match: the posterior error probability (PEP) [21, 54, 55]. Since the estimation of PEP202

does not include RT information, we sought to update the PEP for each PSM by incorporating RT203

information within the Bayesian framework displayed in Fig. 1c,d. This approach allowed us to204

use the estimated RT distributions for each peptide with minimal assumptions.205

The Bayesian framework outlined in Fig. 1c,d can be used with RTs estimated by other meth-206

ods, and its ability to upgrade PSMs is directly proportional to the accuracy of the estimated RTs.207

To explore this possibility, we used our Bayesian model with RTs estimated by all methods shown208

in Fig. 2. The updated error probabilities of PSMs indicate that all RT estimates enhance PSM209

discrimination, Fig. S5. Even lower accuracy RTs predicted from peptide sequence can be produc-210

tively used to upgrade PSMs. However, the degree to which PSMs are upgraded, i.e. the magnitude211

of the confidence shift, increases with the accuracy of the RT estimates and is highest with the212

DART-ID reference RTs.213

We refer to the PEP assigned by the search engine (MaxQuant throughout this paper) as “Spec-214

tral PEP”, and after it is updated by the Bayesian model from Fig. 1d as “DART-ID PEP”. Compar-215

ing the Spectral and DART-ID PEPs indicates that the confidence for some PSMs increases while216

for others decreases; see density plot in Fig. 3a. Reassuringly, all PSMs with low Spectral PEPs217

have even lower DART-ID PEPs, meaning that all confident PSMs become even more confident.218

On the other extreme, many PSMs with high Spectral PEPs have even higher DART-ID PEPs,219

meaning that some low-confidence PSMs are further downgraded. Confidence upgrades, where220

DART-ID PEP < Spectral PEP, range within 1–3 orders of magnitude.221

The density plot in Fig. 3a displays a subset of peptides with Spectral PEP > 0.01 and DART-222

ID PEP< 0.01. These peptides have low confidence of identification based in their MS/MS spectra223

alone, but high confidence when RT evidence is added to the spectral evidence. To visualize how224

these peptides are distributed across experiments, we marked them with red dashes in Fig. 3b. The225

results indicate that the data sparsity decreases; thus DART-ID helps mitigate the missing data226
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problem of shotgun proteomics. Fig. 3b is separated into two subsets, DART-ID1 and DART-ID2,227

which correspond respectively to peptides that have at least one confident spectral PSM, and pep-228

tides whose spectral PSMs are all below the set confidence threshold of 1% FDR. While the PSMs229

of DART-ID2 very likely represent the same peptide sequence – since by definition they share the230

same RT, MS1 m/z and MS2 fragments consistent with its sequence – we cannot be confident in231

the exact sequence assignment. Thus, they are labeled separately and their sequence assignment232

further validated in the next section. The majority of PSMs whose confidence is increased by233

DART-ID have multiple confident Spectral PSMs, and thus reliable sequence assignment. Anal-234

ysis of newly identified peptides in Fig. 3c shows that DART-ID helps identify about 50% more235

PSMs compared to spectra alone at an FDR threshold of 1%. This corresponds to an increase of236

∼30 – 50% in the fraction of PSMs passing an FDR threshold of 1%, as shown in the bottom panel237

of Fig. 3c. Furthermore, the number of distinct peptides identified per experiment increases from238

an average of∼1000 to an average of∼1600, Fig. 3d. Percolator, a widely used FDR recalculation239

method that also incorporates peptide RTs [13], also increases identification rates, albeit to a lesser240

degree than DART-ID, Fig. 3c,d.241

We observe that DART-ID PEPs are bimodally distributed (Fig. S6), suggesting that DART-ID242

acts as an efficient binary classifier. Modifying error probabilities, however, does risk changing243

the overall false discovery rate (FDR) of the PSM set. To evaluate the effect of DART-ID on the244

overall FDR, we allowed the inclusion of decoy hits in both the alignment and confidence update245

process [54]. The results from this analysis in Fig. 3e indicate that, as expected, the fraction of246

PSMs matched to decoys is proportional to the FDR estimated both from the Spectral PEP and247

from the updated DART-ID PEP. We encourage users of DART-ID to evaluate the results from248

applying DART-ID and other related methods on their datasets using this benchmark as well as the249

numerous quantitative benchmarks described in the subsequent sections.250

DART-ID increases proteome coverage of bulk LC-MS/MS experiments251

While we were motivated to develop DART-ID within the context of the SCoPE-MS method, we252

show in Fig. 4 that DART-ID is similarly able to increase quantitative coverage in a label-free253

[56] and a TMT-labelled [57] bulk LC-MS/MS experiment. The DART-ID alignment performed254
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differently between the label-free set (120 min gradients) and the TMT-labelled set (180 min gra-255

dients) Fig. 4a, with slightly higher residuals for the longer gradient. The percent increase in256

confident PSMs, when using DART-ID PEPs instead of spectral PEPs Fig. 4b, also fell into the257

expected range of 30–50% at 1% FDR. The increase in confident PSMs is shown in discrete terms258

in Fig. 4c, where experiments in both the label-free and TMT-labelled sets receive thousands of259

more confident PSMs that can then be used for further quantitative analysis.260

DART-ID decrease missing datapoints261

These increases of confident PSMs, in both the SCoPE-MS and bulk LC-MS/MS sets, decreases262

the amount of missing data per run. In Fig. 5a we show qualitatively that DART-ID can fill in263

many of these missing values on the protein level. On the level of experimental runs, as shown264

quantitatively in Fig. 5b, DART-ID significantly reduces the amount of missing data and mitigates265

the stochasticity that is inherently to data-dependent MS methods.266

Validation of PSMs upgraded by DART-ID267

We next sought to evaluate whether the confident DART-ID PSMs without confident Spectral268

PSMs, i.e. DART-ID2 from Fig. 3b, are matched to the correct peptide sequences. To this end,269

we sought to evaluate whether the RTs of such PSMs match the RTs for the corresponding pep-270

tides identified from high-quality, confident spectra. For this analysis, we split a set of experiments271

into two subsets, A and B, Fig. 6a. The application of DART-ID to A resulted in two disjoint272

subsets of PSMs: A1, corresponding to PSMs with confident spectra (Spectral PEP < 0.01), and273

A2, corresponding to “upgraded” PSMs (Spectral PEP > 0.01 and DART-ID PEP < 0.01). We274

overlapped these subsets with PSMs from B having Spectral PEP < 0.01, so that the RTs of PSMs275

from B can be compared to the RTs of PSMs from subsets A1 and A2, Fig. 6a. This comparison276

shows excellent agreement of the RTs for both subsets A1 and A2 with the RTs for high qual-277

ity spectral PSMs from B, Fig. 6b,c. This result suggests that even peptides upgraded without278

confident spectral PSMs are matched to the correct peptide sequences.279
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Validation by internal consistency280

We ran DART-ID on SCoPE-MS method development experiments [2], all of which contain quan-281

tification data in the form of 11-plex tandem-mass-tag (TMT) reporter ion (RI) intensities. Out of282

the 10 TMT “channels”, six represent the relative levels of a peptide in simulated single cells, i.e.,283

small bulk cell lysate diluted to a single cell-level level. These six single cell channels are made of284

T-cells (Jurkat cell line) and monocytes (U-937 cell line). We then used the normalized TMT RI285

intensities to validate upgraded PSMs by analyzing the consistency of protein quantification from286

distinct peptides.287

Internal consistency is defined by the expectation that the relative intensities of PSMs reflect288

the relative levels of their corresponding proteins. If upgraded PSMs are consistent with Spectral289

PSMs for the same protein, then their relative RI intensities will have lower coefficients of variation290

(CV) within a protein than across different proteins [58]. CV is defined as σ/µ, where σ is the291

standard deviation and µ is the mean of the normalized RI intensities of PSMs belonging to the292

same protein. A negative control is constructed by creating a decoy dataset where PSM protein293

assignments are randomized.294

For this and later analyses, we filter PSMs from our data into the following disjoint sets:295

• Spectra – Spectral PEP < 0.01296

• DART-ID – (Spectral PEP > 0.01) ∩ (DART-ID PEP < 0.01)297

• Percolator [13] – (Spectral PEP > 0.01) ∩ (Percolator PEP < 0.01)298

where Spectra is disjoint from the other two sets, i.e., Spectra ∩ DART-ID = ∅ and Spectra ∩299

Percolator = ∅. These sets of PSMs, as depicted in Fig. 7a, are intersected with each other through300

a set of shared proteins between the three sets of PSMs.301

The protein CVs of the Spectra, DART-ID, and Percolator PSM sets, depicted in Fig. 7b, show302

similar distributions and smaller CVs than those from the decoy set. In addition, Fig. 7c shows303

agreement between the protein CVs of the Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets, as opposed to the CVs304

of the Spectra set and Decoy set. This demonstrates that the protein-specific variance in the relative305

quantification, due to either technical or biological noise, is preserved in these upgraded PSMs.306
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Proteins identified by DART-ID separate cell types307

The upgraded PSMs from the DART-ID set are not just representative of proteins already quan-308

tified from confident spectral PSMs, but when filtering at a given confidence threshold (e.g., 1%309

FDR), they allow for the inclusion of new proteins for analysis. As the quantification of these new310

proteins from the DART-ID PSMs cannot be directly compared to that of the proteins from the311

Spectra PSMs, we instead compare how the new proteins from DART-ID can explain the biologi-312

cal differences between two cell types – T-cells (Jurkat cell line) and monocytes (U-937 cell line)313

– present in each sample and experiment. The data was split into sets in the same manner as the314

previous section, as shown in Fig. 7a, where the Spectra and DART-ID sets of PSMs are disjoint.315

We then filtered out all PSMs from DART-ID that belonged to any protein represented in Spectra,316

so that the sets of proteins between the two sets of PSMs were disjoint as well.317

To test whether or not DART-ID identified peptides consistently across experiments, we used318

principal component analysis (PCA) to separate the T-cells and monocytes quantified in our exper-319

iments. This PCA analysis in Fig. 8a shows clear separation of T-cells and monocytes from both320

the Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets. If boosted peptide identifications were spurious and inconsis-321

tent, then the PCA analysis could not separate the cell types or cluster them together. In addition,322

relative protein ratios (T-cells/monocytes) estimated from the two disjoint PSM sets are in good323

agreement (ρ = 0.84); see Fig. S7.324

While DART-ID2 PSMs are able to uncover entirely new proteins carrying consistent biological325

signal, on average these PSMs differ slightly from Spectral PSMs in purity, missed-cleavages, and326

missing data; see Fig. 8b. However, the distributions of these features are largely overlapping, and327

the magnitude of these differences are relatively small; most spectra of DART-ID PSMs are still328

>90% pure, and have less than 16% missing data and missed cleavages. Of course the intended329

usage of DART-ID is not to separate these two groups of PSMs and analyze them separately, but330

instead to combine them and increase the number of data points available for analysis. Indeed,331

adding DART-ID PSMs to the Spectra PSMs doubles the number of differentially abundant pro-332

teins between T-cells and monocytes, Fig. 9a,b,c.333
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Discussion334

Here we present DART-ID, a new Bayesian approach that infers RTs with high accuracy and335

uses these accurate RT estimates to improve peptide sequence identification. We demonstrate that336

DART-ID can estimate and align RTs with accuracy of a few seconds for 60 minute LC-MS/MS337

runs and can leverage this high accuracy towards increasing the confidence in correct PSMs and338

decreasing the confidence in incorrect PSMs. This principled and rigorous estimation of the confi-339

dence of PSMs increases quantification coverage by 30−50%, primarily by increasing the number340

of experiments in which a peptide is quantified.341

We validated the upgraded PSMs using methods for FDR estimation (Fig. 3e), cross-validation342

(Fig. 6), intra-protein CV validation (Fig. 7), and biological signal validation (Fig. 8). All of these343

methods strongly support the reliability of DART-ID inferences. We encourage the use of these344

methods for benchmarking the application of DART-ID (and any other related method) on other345

datasets.346

DART-ID is applicable to any large set of LC-MS/MS analyses with consistent LC setup. The347

more consistent the LC, the more powerful DART-ID is since its statistical power is proportional to348

the accuracy of RT estimates. Our SCoPE-MS runs provide an example of runs with consistent LC349

[1, 4] and motivated us to develop DART-ID. However, we found (show in Fig. 4) that DART-ID350

performs similarly well with bulk LC-MS/MS runs of TMT-labeled and label-free samples.351

A principal advantage of DART-ID is that its probabilistic model naturally adapts to the RT352

reproducibility and obviates thresholds, e.g., a threshold on RT errors. Rather DART-ID updates353

the confidence of each PSMs using a rigorous quantitative model based on empirically derived354

distributions of RT reproducibility. Thus, it adapts and controls for the reproducibility of the LC355

and the accuracy of the RT estimates as shown in Fig. S5.356

Another principal advantage of DART-ID is its ability to use all PSMs (including those with357

sparse observations and low confidence) to create a global RT alignment. This is possible because358

DART-ID alignment takes into account the confidence of PSMs as part of the mixture model in359

Eq. 3. This results in accurate RT estimates (Fig. 2) that are robust to missing data and benefit360

from all PSMs regardless of their identification confidence.361
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If the LC and RTs of a dataset are very variable, one may extend the alignment model beyond362

Eq. 2 to capture the increased variability. The two-segment linear regression from Eq. 2 demon-363

strated here captures more variation than a single-slope linear regression. DART-ID, however, is364

not constrained to these two functions and can implement any monotone function. Non-linear365

functions that are monotonically constrained, such as the logit function, have been implemented366

in our model during development. More complex models, for example monotonically-constrained367

general additive models, could increase alignment accuracy further given that the input data moti-368

vates added complexity.369

While DART-ID is focused on aligning and utilizing RTs from LC-MS/MS experiments, the370

alignment method could potentially be applied to other separation methods, including ion mobil-371

ity, gas chromatography, supercritical fluid chromatography, and capillary electrophoresis. The372

ion drift time obtained from instruments with an ion mobility cell are particularly straightfor-373

ward to align and incorporate by DART-ID’s Bayesian frameowrk. Another potential extension of374

DART-ID is to offline separations prior to analysis, i.e., fractionation. RT alignment would only be375

applicable between replicates of analogous fractions, but a more complex model could also take376

into account membership of a peptide to a fraction as an additional piece of evidence.377

DART-ID is modular, and the RT alignment module and PEP update modules may be used378

separately. For example, the RT estimates may be applied to increase the performance of other379

peptide identification methods incorporating RT evidence [14–17]. One application is integrating380

the inferred RT from DART-ID into the search engine score, as done by previous methods [18, 19],381

to change the best hit for a spectrum, save a spectrum from filtering due to high score similarities382

(i.e., low delta score) [21], or provide evidence for hybrid spectra. Although DART-ID’s alignment383

is based on point estimates of RT, the global alignment methodology could also be applied to384

feature-based alignments [6, 8–10] to obviate the limitations inherent in pairwise alignments.385
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Methods386

Data sources and experimental design387

The data used for the development and validation of the DART-ID method were 263 method-388

development experiments for SCoPE-MS and its related projects. All samples were lysates of the389

Jurkat (T-cell), U-937 (monocyte), or HEK-293 (human embryonic kidney) cell lines. Samples390

were prepared with the mPOP sample preparation protocol, and then digested with trypsin [2].391

All experiments used either 10 or 11-plex TMT for quantification. Most but not all sets followed392

the experimental design as described by Table 1. All experiments were run on a Thermo Fisher393

(Waltham, MA) Easy-nLC system with a Waters (Milford, MA) 25cm x 75µm, 1.7µ BEH column394

with 130Å pore diameter, and analyzed on a Q-Exactive (Thermo Fisher) mass spectrometer. Gra-395

dients were run at 100 nL/min from 5-35%B in 48 minutes with a 12 minute wash step to 100%B.396

Solvent composition was 0% acetonitrile for A and 80% acetonitrile for B, with 0.1% formic acid397

in both. A subset of later experiments included the use of a trapping column, which extended the398

total run-time to 70 minutes. Detailed experimental designs and mass spectrometer parameters of399

each run can be found in Table S1. All Thermo .RAW files are publicly available online. More400

details on sample preparation and analysis methods can be found from the mPOP protocol [2].401

Searching raw MS data402

Searching was done with MaxQuant v1.6.1.0 [7] against a UniProt protein sequence database403

with 443722 entries. The database contained only SwissProt entries and was downloaded on404

5/1/2018. Searching was also done on a contaminant database provided by MaxQuant, which405

contained common laboratory contaminants and keratins. MaxQuant was run with Trypsin speci-406

ficity which allowed for two missed cleavages, and methionine oxidation (+15.99492 Da) and407

protein N-terminal acetylation (+42.01056 Da) as variable modifications. No fixed modifications408

apart from TMT were specified. TMT was searched using the “Reporter ion MS2” quantification409

setting on MaxQuant, which searches for the TMT addition on lysine and the n-terminus with a410

0.003 Da tolerance. Observations were selected at a false discovery rate (FDR) of 100% at both the411
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protein and PSM level to obtain as many spectrum matches as possible, regardless of their match412

confidence. All raw MS files, MaxQuant search parameters, the sequence database, and search413

outputs are publicly available online.414

Data filtering415

Only a subset of the input data is used for the alignment of experiments and the inference of RT416

distributions for peptides. First, decoys and contaminants are filtered out of the set. Contaminants417

may be problematic for RT alignment since their retention may be poorly defined, e.g., they may418

be poorly chromatographically resolved. Then, observations are selected at a threshold of PEP419

< 0.5.420

Observations are additionally filtered through a threshold of retention length, which is defined421

by MaxQuant as the range of time between the first matched scan of the peptide and the last422

matched scan. Any peptide with retention length > 1 min for a 60 min run is deemed to have423

too wide of an elution peak, or chromatography behavior more consistent with contaminants than424

retention on column. In our implementation, this retention length threshold can be set as a static425

number or as a fraction of the total run-time, i.e., (1/60) of the gradient length.426

For our data, only peptide sequences present in 3 or more experiments were allowed to partic-427

ipate in the alignment process. The model can allow peptides only present in one experiment to428

be included in the alignment, but the inclusion of this data adds no additional information to the429

alignment and only serves to slow it down computationally. The definition of a peptide sequence430

in these cases is dynamic, and can include modifications, charge states, or any other feature that431

would affect the retention of an isoform of that peptide. For our data, we used the peptide sequence432

with modifications but did not append the charge state.433

Preliminary alignments revealed certain experiments where chromatography was extremely ab-434

normal, or where peptide identifications were too sparse to enable an effective alignment. These435

experiments were manually removed from the alignment procedure after a preliminary run of436

DART-ID. From the original 263 experiments, 37 had all of their PSMs pruned, leaving only437

226 experiments containing PSMs with updated confidences. These experiments are included in438

the DART-ID output but do not receive any updated error probabilities as they did not participate439
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in the RT alignment. All filtering parameters are publicly available as part of the configuration file440

that was used to generate the data used in this paper.441

Global alignment model442

Let ρik be the RT assigned to peptide i in experiment k. In order to infer peptide and experiment-443

specific RT distributions, we assume that there exists a set of reference retention times, µi, for all444

peptides i. Each peptide has a unique reference RT, independent of experiment. We posit that for445

each experiment, there is a simple monotone increasing function, gk, that maps the reference RT446

to the predicted RT for peptide i in experiment k. An observed RT can then be expressed as447

ρik = µik + εik (1)

where µik , gk(µi) and εik is an independent mean-zero error term expressing residual (unmod-448

eled) RT variation. As a first approximation, we assume that the observed RTs for any experiment449

can be well approximated using a two-segment linear regression model:450

gk(µi) =

β0k + β1kµi if µi < sk

β0k + β1ksk + β2k(µi − sk) if µi ≥ sk

(2)

where sk is the split point for the two segment regression in each experiment, and the parameters451

are constrained to not produce a negative RT. This two-piece model was found to outperform452

a single-slope linear model, Fig. S2. This model can be extended to more complex monotonic453

models, such as spline fitting, or non-linear monotonic models, such as a logit function or LOESS.454

To factor in the spectral PEP given by the search engine, and to allow for the inclusion of low455

probability PSMs, the marginal likelihood of an RT in the alignment process can be described456

using a mixture model as described in Fig. S1. For a PSM assigned to peptide i in experiment k457
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the RT density is458

P (ρik|µik, σik, λik)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood

∝ 1{ρik > 0}

(1− λik)× fik(ρik | µik, σik)︸ ︷︷ ︸
PSM is correct

+ (λik)× f 0
k (ρik)︸ ︷︷ ︸

PSM is incorrect

 (5)

where λik is the error probability (PEP) for the PSM returned by MaxQuant, fik is the inferred RT

density for peptide i in experiment k and f 0
k is the null RT density. In our implementation, we let:

fik ∼ Laplace(µik, σ
2
ik)

f 0
k ∼ Normal(µk, σ

2
k)

(6)

which we found worked well in practice (See Fig. S4). However, our framework is modular and it459

is straightforward to utilize different residual RT and null distributions if appropriate. For example,460

with non-linear gradients that generate a more uniform distribution of peptides across the LC461

run [22], it may be sensible for the null distribution to be defined as uniformly distributed, i.e.462

f 0
k ∼ Uniform( RTmin, RTmax).463

Finally, to reflect the fact that residual RT variation increases with mean RT and varies between464

experiments (Fig. S3), we model the standard deviation of a peptide RT distribution, σik, as a linear465

function of the reference RT:466

σik = ak + bkµi (7)

where µi is the reference RT of the peptide sequence, and ak and bk are the intercept and slope467

which we infer for each experiment. ak, bk and µi are constrained to be positive, and hence σik > 0468

as well.469

To estimate all unknown parameters, we consider the joint posterior distribution of the experi-470

ment specific alignment parameters and the reference RTs given the observed retention times,471

P (a,b,β0,β1, s,µ | ρ,λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Posterior

∝ P (ρ | a,b,β0,β1, s,µ,λ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Likelihood Eq. 5

P (a,b,β0,β1, s,µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Prior

(4)
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where P (a,b,β0,β1, s,µ) are the prior distributions for all unknown alignment parameters and472

reference RTs and P (ρ | a,b,β0,β1, s,µ) is the likelihood, as determined by Equation . a,b,β0,β1, s473

are all K-vectors of alignment parameters for each experiment. µ consists of the reference RTs474

for every peptide.475

The priors for the bayesian inference can be found in the .stan model files, and for the476

analyses in this paper, are as follows:477

Reference RT: µ ∼ Normal(RTmean,RTsd)478

Global Sigma Slope: bglobal ∼ Lognormal(0.1, 0.5)479

Sigma Slope: b ∼ Lognormal(log(bglobal), 1)480

Sigma Intercept: a ∼ Lognormal(0, 2)481

Intercept: β0 ∼ Normal(0, 10)482

First Segment: β1 ∼ Lognormal(0, 0.5)483

Second Segment: β2 ∼ Lognormal(0, 0.5)484

Split Point: s ∼ Uniform(0,max(RT))485

where RTmean and RTsd are the mean and standard deviation of all RTs across all experiments,486

respectively. max(RT) is the maximum observed RT of all RTs across all experiments. These487

priors were chosen for groups of 60 min LC-MS/MS runs, and can be adjusted accordingly for488

different run lengths, gradient shapes, and groupings of runs with different run times.489

Alignment Comparison490

We compared the DART-ID alignment accuracy against five other RT prediction or alignment491

algorithms. As some methods returned absolute predicted RTs (such as BioLCCC [31]) and others492

returned relative hydrophobicity indices (such as SSRCalc [30]), a linear regression was built for493

each prediction method. Alignment accuracy was evaluated using three metrics: R2, the Pearson494

correlation squared, and the mean and median of |∆RT|, the absolute value of the residual RT, and495

is defined as |Observed RT − Predicted RT|. We selected only confident PSMs (PEP < 0.01) for496

this analysis, and used data that consisted of 33383 PSMs from 46 LC-MS/MS experiments run497
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over the course of 90 days in order to produce more chromatographic variation. A list of these498

experiments is found in Table S1.499

SSRCalc [30] was run from SSRCalc Online (http://hs2.proteome.ca/SSRCalc/SSRCalcQ.html),500

with the “100Å C18 column, 0.1% Formic Acid 2015” model, “TMT” modification, and “Free501

Cysteine” selected. No observed RTs were inputted along with the sequences.502

BioLCCC [31] was run online from http://www.theorchromo.ru/ with the parameters of 250mm503

column length, 0.075mm column inner diameter, 130Å packing material pore size, 5% initial con-504

centration of component B, 35% final concentration of component B, 48 min gradient time, 0 min505

delay time, 0.0001 ml/min flow rate, 0% acetonitrile concentration in component A, 80% ace-506

tontrile concentration in component B, “RP/ACN+FA” solid/mobile phase combination, and no507

cysteine carboxyaminomethylation. As BioLCCC could only take in one gradient slope as the508

input, all peptides with observed RT > 48 min were not inputted into the prediction method.509

ELUDE [34] was downloaded from the percolator releases page https://github.com/percolator/510

percolator/releases, version 3.02.0, Build Date 2018-02-02. The data were split into two, equal sets511

with distinct peptide sequences to form the training and test sets. The elude program was run512

with the --no-in-source and --test-rt flags. Predicted RTs from ELUDE were obtained513

from the testing set only, and training set RTs were not used in further analyses.514

For iRT [43], the same raw files used for the previous sets were searched with the Pulsar search515

engine [59], with iRT alignment turned on and filtering at 1% FDR. From the Pulsar search results,516

only peptide sequences in common with the previous set searched in MaxQuant were selected. Pre-517

dicted RT was taken from the “PP.RTPredicted” column and plotted against the empirical RT col-518

umn “PP.EmpiricalRT”. Empirical RTs were not compared between those derived from MaxQuant519

and those derived from Pulsar.520

MaxQuant match-between-runs [7, 8] was run by turning the respective option on when search-521

ing over the set of 46 experiments, and given the options of 0.7 min match time tolerance and a 20522

min match time window. The “Calibrated retention time” column was used as the predicted RT,523

and these predicted RTs were related to observed RTs with a linear model for each experiment run.524

For DART-ID, predicted RTs are the same as the mean of the inferred RT distribution, and no525

linear model was constructed to relate the predicted RTs to the observed RTs.526
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Comparison to linear alignment model527

To compare the performance of the two-piece linear model for RT alignment against a simple lin-528

ear model, we ran both alignments separately on the same dataset as described in the RT alignment529

comparison section. For Fig. S2a, we used one experiment – 180324S QC SQC69A – as an ex-530

ample to illustrate the qualitative differences between the two models. Panels b and c used all531

experiments from the set to give a more quantitative comparison.532

Confidence update533

We update the confidence for PSM i in experiment k according to Bayes’ theorem. Let δik = 1534

denote that PSM i in experiment k is assigned to the correct sequence (true positive), δik = 0535

denotes that the PSM is assigned to the incorrect sequence (a false positive), and as above, ρik is536

an observed RT assigned to peptide i. At a high level, the probability that the peptide assignment537

is a true positive is538

P (δik = 1 | ρik) =
P (ρik | δik = 1)× P (δik = 1)

P (ρik)
(8)

Each term is described in more detail below:539

δik An indicator for whether or not the peptide sequence assignment, i in540

experiment k is correct (i.e. a true or false positive).541

P (δik = 1|ρik) The posterior probability that the PSM is assigned to the right sequence,542

given the observed RT, ρik.543

P (ρik | δik = 1) The RT density for peptide i in experiment k given the assignment is544

correct (true positive). Conditional on the alignment parameters, the true545

positive RT density fik(ρik | µik, σik) is Laplace(µik, σ
2
ik). In our546

implementation, we incorporate uncertainty in the estimation of the547

alignment parameters with a parametric bootstrap, explained in more548

detail below and in Fig. S8.549

P (ρik | δik = 0) The RT density given the assignment is incorrect (false positive). We550

assume that a false positive match is assigned to a peptide at random and551
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thus take f 0
k (ρik) to be a broad distribution reflecting variation in all RTs552

in experiment k. We model this distribution as Normal(µk, σ
2
k), where µk553

is approximately the average of all RTs in the experiment and σ2
k is the554

variance in RTs.555

P (δik = 1) The prior probability that the PSM’s assigned sequence is correct, i.e.556

one minus the posterior error probability (PEP) provided by MaxQuant,557

1− λik.558

P (ρik) The marginal likelihood for observing the RT assigned to peptide i in559

experiment k. By the law of total probability, this is simply the mixture560

density from Eq. 5.561

The confidence update depends on the global alignment parameters. Let θ consist of the global562

alignment parameters and reference RTs, i.e. β0k, β1k, σik and µi. If θ were known, then the563

Bayesian update could be computed in a straightforward manner as described above. In practice564

the alignment parameters are not known and thus must be estimated using the full set of observed565

RTs across all experiments, ρ. The PSM confidence update can be expressed unconditional on θ,566

by integrating over the uncertainty in the estimates of the alignment parameters:567

(δik = 1 | ρ) =

∫
p(δik = 1 | ρik, θ)p(θ | ρ)dθik (9)

Although we can estimate this posterior distribution using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC),568

it is prohibitively slow given the large number of peptides and experiments that we analyze. As569

such, we estimate maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates for the reference RTs µi, alignment570

parameters β0k, β1k, and RT standard deviation σik using an optimization routine implemented in571

STAN [60].572

If computation time is not a concern, it is straightforward to generate posterior samples in our573

model by running MCMC sampling in STAN, instead of MAP optimization. This approach is574

computationally efficient but is limited in that parameter uncertainty quantification is not auto-575

matic.576

To address this challenge, we incorporate estimation uncertainty using a computationally ef-577
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ficient procedure based on the parametric bootstrap. Note that uncertainty about the alignment578

parameters β0k and β1k is small since they are inferred using thousands of RT observations per579

experiment. By contrast, the reference RTs, µi, have much higher uncertainty since we observe580

at most one RT associated with peptide i in each experiment (usually far fewer). As such, we581

choose to ignore uncertainty in the alignment parameters and focus on incorporating uncertainty582

in estimates of µi.583

Let µ̂ik and σ̂ik denote the MAP estimates of the location and scale parameters for the RT584

densities. To approximate the posterior uncertainty in the estimates of µi, we use the parametric585

bootstrap. First, we sample ρ(b)ik from fik(ρik | µ̂ik, σ̂ik) with probability 1 − λik and f 0
k (ρik)586

with probability λik. We then map ρ(b)ik back to the reference space using the inferred alignment587

parameters as ĝ−1(ρik) and compute a bootstrap replicate of the reference RT associated with588

peptide i as the median (across experiments) of the resampled RTs: µ(b)
i = median

k
ĝ−1(ρ

(b)
ik ), as the589

maximum likelihood estimate of the location parameter of a Laplace distribution is the median of590

independent observations. For each peptide we repeat this process B times to get several bootstrap591

replicates of the reference RT for each peptide. We use the bootstrap replicates to incorporate the592

uncertainty of the reference RTs into the Bayesian update of the PSM confidence. Specifically, we593

approximate the confidence update in Equation 9 as594

p(δik = 1 | ρik) ≈ 1

B

B∑
b=1

p(δik = 1 | ρik, µ(b)
ik , σ̂ik)

=
(1− λik)

(
1
B

∑B
b=1 fik(ρik | µ(b)

ik , σ̂ik

)
(1− λik)

(
1
B

∑B
b=1 fik(ρik | µ(b)

ik , σ̂ik

)
+ λikf 0

k (ρik)
(10)

This process is depicted in Fig. S8.595

In addition to updating the PEPs for each PSM, DART-ID also recalculates the set-wide false596

discovery rate (FDR, q-value). This is done by first sorting the PEPs and then assigning the q-value597

to be the cumulative sum of PEPs at that index, divided by the index itself, to give the fractional598

expected number of false positives at that index (i.e., the mean PEP) [55].599
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TMT reporter ion intensity normalization600

Reporter ion (RI) intensities were obtained by selecting the tandem-mass-tag (TMT) 11-plex labels601

in MaxQuant, for both attachment possibilities of lysine and the peptide N-terminus, and with602

a mass tolerance of 0.003 Da. Data from different experiments and searches are all combined603

into one matrix, where the rows are observations (PSMs) and the 10 columns are the 10 TMT604

channels. Observations are filtered at a confidence threshold, normally 1% FDR, and observations605

with missing data are thrown out.606

Before normalization, empty channels 127N, 128C, and 131C are removed from the matrix.607

Each column of the matrix is divided by the median of that column, to correct for the total amount608

of protein in each channel, pipetting error, and any biases between the respective TMT tags. Then,609

each row of the matrix is divided by the median of that row, to obtain the relative enrichment be-610

tween the samples in the different TMT channels. In our data the relative enrichment was between611

the two cell types present in our SCoPE-MS sets, T-cells (Jurkat cell line) and monocytes (U-937612

cell lines).613

Assuming that the relative RI intensities of PSMs are representative of their parent peptide,614

the peptide intensity can be estimated as the median of the RI intensities of its constituent PSMs.615

Similarly, if protein levels are assumed to correspond to the levels of its constituent peptides,616

then protein intensity can be estimated as the median of the intensities of its constituent peptides.617

The previous steps of RI normalization makes all peptide and protein-level quantitation relative618

between the conditions in each channel.619

Principal component analysis620

For the principal component analysis as shown in Fig. 8a, data was filtered and normalized in621

the same manner as discussed previously. Additional experiments were manually removed from622

the set due to different experimental designs or poorer overall coverage that would have required623

additional imputation on that experiment’s inclusion.624

PSMs were separated into two sets, as described in Fig. 7a: Spectra and DART-ID. PSMs in625

the DART-ID set belonging to any parent protein in the Spectra set were filtered out, so that the626
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two PSM sets contained no shared proteins. Additionally, proteins that were not observed in at627

least 95% of the selected experiments were removed in order to reduce the amount of imputation628

required.629

Normalized TMT quantification data was first collapsed from PSM-level to peptide-level by630

averaging (mean) PSM measurements for the same peptide. This process was repeated to estimate631

protein-level quantitation from peptide-level quantitation. This data, from both sets, was then632

reshaped into an expression matrix, with proteins on the rows and “single cells” (TMT channel-633

experiment pairs) on the columns. As described earlier in the Results section, these samples are634

not actual single cells but are instead comprised of cell lysate at the expected abundance of a single635

cell; see Table 1.636

Missing values in this expression matrix were imputed with the k-nearest-neighbors (kNN)637

algorithm, with Euclidean distance as the similarity measure and k set to 5. A similarity matrix638

was then derived from this expression matrix by correlating (Pearson correlation) the matrix with639

itself. Singular value decomposition (SVD) was then performed on the similarity matrix to obtain640

the principal component loadings. These loadings are the left singular vectors (the columns of U641

of SVD: UDV T ). Each circle was then colored based on the type of the corresponding cell from642

annotations of the experimental designs.643

Protein inference644

Our raw data was searched with both the PSM and protein FDR threshold set, in the search engine,645

to 100% to include as many PSMs as possible. Therefore, once PSM confidences were updated646

with RT evidence, we needed to propagate those new confidences to the protein level in order to647

avoid any spurious protein identifications from degenerate peptide sequences [61]. This is espe-648

cially pertinent as many of the new DART-ID PSMs support proteins with no other confidently649

identified peptides, Fig. S9. Ideally we would run our updated PSMs back through our original650

search engine pipeline (MaxQuant/Andromeda) [7, 21], but that is currently not possible due to651

technical restrictions.652

Any interpretation of the DART-ID data on the protein-level was first run through the Fido653

protein inference algorithm [62], which gives the probability of the presence of a protein in a654
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sample given the pool of observed peptides and the probabilities of their constituent PSMs. The655

Python port of Fido was downloaded from https://noble.gs.washington.edu/proj/fido and modified656

to be compatible with Python 3. The code was directly interfaced into DART-ID and is available657

to run as a user option.658

For the data in this paper, protein-level analyses first had their proteins filtered at 1% FDR,659

where the FDR was derived from the probabilities given to each protein by the Fido algorithm.660

We ran Fido with the default parameters gamma: 0.5, alpha: 0.1, beta: 0.01, connected protein661

threshold: 14, protein grouping and using all PSMs set to false, and pruning low scores set to true.662

Application to other datasets663

In Fig. 4 we evaluated DART-ID on two other third-party, publicly available datasets: iPRG 2015664

[56] (MassIVE ID: MSV000079843), 12 label-free runs of yeast lysate, and TKO 2018 [57] (Pro-665

teomeXchange ID: PXD011654), 40 TMT-labelled runs of yeast lysate. Raw files were searched666

in MaxQuant 1.6.3.4, against a UniProt yeast database (6721 entries, 2018/05/01). The iPRG 2015667

dataset was searched with cysteine carbamidomethylation (+57.02146 Da) as a fixed modification668

and methionine oxidation (+15.99492 Da), protein N-terminal acetylation (+42.01056 Da), and669

asparagine/aspartate deamidation (+0.98401 Da) as variable modifications. The TKO 2018 dataset670

was searched with TMT11-plex on lysine/n-terminus, cysteine carbamidomethylation (+57.02146671

Da) as a fixed modification and methionine oxidation (+15.99492 Da) as a variable modification.672

Both searches were done with Trypsin specificity, and PSM/protein confidence thresholds were set673

at 1 (100%) to obtain as many PSMs as possible. Searched data, configuration files, and DART-ID674

analysis results are available online.675

Implementation676

The DART-ID pipeline is roughly divided into three parts. First, input data from search engine677

output files are converted to a common format, and PSMs unsuitable for alignment are marked for678

removal. Second, we estimate the alignment parameters and reference RTs using an by finding679

the maximum of the posterior distribution (Equation 4). Initial values for the algorithm are are680
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generated by running a simple estimation of reference RTs and linear regression parameters for fik681

for each experiment. Third, inferred alignment parameters and reference RTs are used to update682

the confidence for the PEP of a PSM.683

The model was implemented using the STAN modeling language [60]. All densities were684

represented on the log scale. STAN was interfaced into an R script with rstan. STAN was685

used with its optimizing function, which gave maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the686

parameters, as opposed to sampling from the full posterior. R was further used for data filtering,687

PEP updating, model adjustment, and figure creation. The code is also ported to Python3 and688

pystan, and is available as a pip package dart id that can be run from the command-line.689

DART-ID is run with a configuration file that specifies inputs and options. All model definitions690

and related parameters such as distributions are defined in a modular fashion, which supports the691

addition of other models or fits.692

Code for analysis and figure generation is available at: github.com/SlavovLab/DART-ID 2018.693

The python program for DART-ID, as well as instructions for usage and examples, are avail-694

able on GitHub as a separate repository: https://github.com/SlavovLab/DART-ID. All raw files,695

searched data, configuration files, and analyzed data are publicly available and deposited on Mas-696

sIVE (ID: MSV000083149) and ProteomeXchange (ID: PXD011748).697

Supporting Information698

S1 File. DART-ID Post-run Report699

A optional HTML report generated by the dart id Python script. The report gives a summary of700

the alignment for each experiment, as well as a broad overview of the performance of the run as a701

whole, by showing aggregate increases in PSMs at a chosen confidence threshold. (ZIP)702

703

S1 Table. SCoPE-MS and mPOP Experimental Designs704

An excel spreadsheet of the experimental designs of all raw files. Included are parameters for the705

liquid chromatography and parameters for the mass spectrometer. Also specified is the TMT chan-706

nel layout for each experiment, with labels for J (T-cells, Jurkat cell line), U (monocytes, U-937707
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cell line), and H (human embryonic kidney cells, HEK-293 cell line). (XLSX)708

709

S2 Table. Mappings of raw files to figures710

An excel spreadsheet providing a map that relates figures/analyses to raw files listed in Table. S1.711

TRUE denotes that the figure/analysis used that raw file, where FALSE denotes that it did not.712

(XLSX)713

714

S1 Figure. Mixture model incorporates spectral confidence to estimate likelihood of ob-715

serving RTs. In the global alignment process, the likelihood of the alignment function and the716

reference RT is estimated from a mixture model, which combines the two possibilities of whether717

the peptide is assigned the correct or incorrect peptide sequence. These two distributions are then718

weighted by the error probability (PEP). This is similar to the update process, which updates the719

error probability and incorporates the previous error probability, as well as the two conditional720

probability distributions. (PDF)721

722

S2 Figure. Comparison of linear and segmented fits for reference RTs in experiments723

(a) The reference RT of PSMs compared with their observed RTs, and the model plotted in green724

line (linear fit), or green and red lines (segmented fit, representing the two segments). For the725

segmented fit, the inflection point is marked with the dotted blue line. Both fits were specified726

separately and run separately with the same input data. (b) Empirical cumulative density func-727

tion (ECDF) of the residual RTs for both fits. The residual RT is defined as the Observed RT −728

Inferred RT, where the inferred RT is the reference RT aligned to that particular experiment via.729

the model function – linear or segmented. (c) Model-fitted standard deviations, σik, for each PSM730

as estimated by both linear and segmented fits. Points below the 45◦ line indicate a lower modeled731

RT standard deviation for the segmented fit, and vice versa. Clusters of points correspond to PSMs732

belonging to a particular experiment, as the PSM-specific variance of σik is mostly reliant on the733

experiment in which the PSM is observed. (PDF)734

735

S3 Figure. Accuracy of RT inferences varies with time and between experiments.736
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(a) Residual RT (observed RT - aligned RT) binned by RT for 60 min LC-MS runs. The gradient737

run is 5 – 35%B from 0 – 48 min, with a wash step of 35 – 100%B from 48 – 60 min. (b) Residual738

RT varying between different experiments, all 60 min LC-MS/MS runs. (PDF)739

740

S4 Figure. Distribution choice for inferred RT distribution and null RT distribution741

(a) Empirical distribution of all residual RTs, i.e., Observed RT − Predicted RT, and (b) all RTs.742

Red lines denote the distributions parametrized from the data. (PDF)743

744

S5 Figure. Bayesian updates of PSM confidence using RTs estimated by different methods745

(a) 2D density distributions of posterior error probabilities (PEP) derived from spectra alone (Spec-746

tral PEP) compared to the PEP after incorporating RT evidence. The RT estimates are the same as747

the ones shown in Fig. 2. (b) Comparison of updated PEP derived from DART-ID and MaxQuant748

RT estimates. (c) Increase in confident PSMs at set confidence threshold using updated PEPs.749

(d) Validation of upgraded PSMs with quantification variance within proteins. (PDF)750

751

S6 Figure. Distributions of Spectral PEPs and DART-ID PEPs. The bimodality of the DART-752

ID distribution suggests that DART-ID’s use of RTs helps cleanly separate correct from incorrect753

PSMs.(PDF)754

755

S7 Figure. Consistency of quantification between Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets756

The fold change in normalized RI intensity (T-cell/monocyte), from common proteins between the757

Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets. We included all proteins – not just those that are significantly758

(< 1% FDR) differentially abundant. (PDF)759

760

S8 Figure. Deriving conditional probability of RT given a correct match761

(a) The conditional probability distribution of RT given a correct peptide sequence assignment in-762

corporates evidence about that peptide sequence across many different experiments. “Aligned RT”763

is the RT after applying the alignment function, and “Std” is inferred RT standard deviation for the764

peptide in the given experiment. (b) For each RT observation for a sequence in an experiment, we765
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infer two distributions: one corresponding to RT density given a correct PSM and the other to an766

incorrect PSM match. These densities are weighted by the 1-PEP and the PEP respectively and767

summed to produce the marginal RT distribution. (c) The marginal RT distribution is then used768

to sample B bootstrap replicates of of the observed RTs. Each bootstrapped RT is then used to769

construct a bootstrapped reference RT for a given sequence. The reference RT is the median of770

the resampled RTs (in the aligned space). (d) The B bootstrap samples of µi are used to build771

distributions where the variance is determined by the model-derived variance of the peptide in an772

experiment. (e) The combination of the distributions in panel (d) forms a posterior predictive dis-773

tribution for the observed RT, given that the peptide sequence assignment is correct. (PDF)774

775

S9 Figure. Distribution of peptides quantified per protein776

(a) Quantified PSMs per protein, including peptide sequences quantified across multiple experi-777

ments, and (b) peptide sequences quantified per protein. “Spectra” indicates proteins from PSMs778

identified below 1% FDR. “DART-ID new proteins” indicates PSMs boosted to below 1% FDR,779

that have different protein assignments from “Spectra”, i.e., this set of proteins and the “Spectra”780

set of proteins is disjoint. “DART-ID all proteins” contains all PSMs with updated DART-ID FDR781

< 1% FDR regardless of protein assignment. All PSMs are filtered at < 1% FDR at the protein782

level.(PDF)783
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δ = 0, 1: Indicates whether the PSM is correct.
P (δ = 1| RT ): Posterior probability that the PSM
is correct, given its RT.
P ( RT | δ = 1): Conditional likelihood of RT if
PSM is correct.
P ( RT | δ = 0): Conditional likelihood of RT if
PSM is incorrect.
P (δ = 1): Prior probability that the PSM is
correct.
P ( RT ): Marginal likelihood of observing the RT.

Figure 1 | Bayesian framework for global RT alignment and matching spectra to peptides
(a) DART-ID defines the global reference RT as a latent variable, Eq. 1. (b) The observed RTs are modeled
as a function of the reference RT, which allows incorporating experiment specific weights and the uncer-
tainty in measured RTs and peptide identification as shown in Eq. 3. Then the global alignment model
simultaneously infers the reference RT and aligns all experiments by solving Eq. 4. (c) A conceptual dia-
gram for updating the confidence in a peptide-spectrum-match (PSM). The probability to observe each PSM
is estimated from the conditional likelihoods for observing the RT if the PSM is assigned correctly (blue
density) or incorrectly (red density). For PSM 1, P (δ = 1 | RT ) < P (δ = 0 | RT ), and thus the confidence
decreases. Conversely, for PSM 2, P (δ = 1 | RT ) > P (δ = 0 | RT ), and thus the confidence increases.
(d) The Bayes’ formula used to formalize the model from panel c and to update the error probability of
PSMs.
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Figure 2 | Comparison of inferred reference RTs to empirical RTs
(a) Scatter plots of observed RTs versus inferred RTs. The comparisons include 33,383 PSMs
with PEP < 0.01 from 46 LC-MS/MS runs over the span of three months. The left col-
umn displays comparisons for RT prediction methods – SSRCalc [30], BioLCCC [31], and
ELUDE [34]. The right column displays comparisons for alignment methods – precision iRT
[52], MaxQuant match-between-runs [7, 8], and DART-ID. (b) Distributions of residual RTs:
∆RT = Observed RT − Reference RT. Note the different scales of the x-axes between the pre-
diction and alignment methods. (c) Mean and median of the absolute values of ∆RT from panel
(b).
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Figure 3 | Incorporating RTs increases confident peptide identifications
(a) A 2D density distribution of error probabilities derived from spectra alone (Spectral PEP), com-
pared to that after incorporating RT evidence (DART-ID PEP). (b) Map of all peptides observed
across all experiments. Black marks indicate peptides with Spectral FDR < 1%, and red marks
peptides with DART-ID FDR < 1%. (c) Increase in confident PSMs (top), and in the fraction of
all PSMs (bottom) across the confidence range of the x-axis. The curves correspond to PEPs esti-
mated from spectra alone, from spectra and RTs using percolator and from spectra and RTs using
DART-ID. DART-ID identifications are split into DART-ID1 and DART-ID2 depending on whether
the peptides have confident spectral PSMs as marked in panel (b). (d) Distributions of number of
unique peptides identified per experiment. (e) The fraction of decoys, i.e. the number of decoy hits
divided by the total number of PSMs, as a function of the FDR estimated from spectra alone or
from DART-ID. The Spectral FDR is estimated from separate MaxQuant searches, with the FDR
applied on the peptide level.
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Figure 4 | Application of DART-ID on bulk LC-MS/MS runs
Residual RTs after DART-ID alignment for (a) label-free dataset [56] and TMT-labelled dataset
[57]. (b) DART-ID doubles the PSMs at 0.01% FDR and increase them by about 40% at 1% FDR.
Each circle corresponds to the number of PSMs in an LC-MS/MS run. (c) Number of PSMs per
run at 1% FDR, after applying DART-ID versus before its application. The x-coordinate represents
the Spectra PSMs and and y-coordinate represents the DART-ID PSMs at 1% FDR.
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Figure 5 | DART-ID decreases missing datapoints across runs
(a) Map of quantified proteins across 209 SCoPE-MS runs, before and after applying DART-ID.
A red mark denotes a protein quantified in an run at 1% FDR. Only peptides seen in >50% of
experiments are included. (b) Decrease in missing data across all runs after applying DART-ID,
for SCoPE-MS and the two bulk sets from Fig. 4 at 1% FDR. All corresponding Spectra and
DART-ID distributions differ significantly; the probability that they are sampled from the same
distribution� 1 ∗ 10−10.
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Figure 6 | Validation of newly identified peptides with RT of technical replicates
(a) Schematic design of this validation experiment. It used 11 technical replicate LC-MS/MS
experiments that were run on the same day. (b) Comparison of the RTs of subsets a1 and a2 to
the RTs of corresponding peptides from B. Decoy PSMs have randomly sampled RTs and are
included here as a null model. (c) Residual RT distributions for the two subsets of data a1 and a2
as defined in panel a and for a decoy subset.
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Figure 7 | Validation of boosted PSMs by internal consistency
(a) Schematic for separating PSM subsets, where Spectra and DART-ID subsets of PSMs are dis-
joint. (b) Distributions of coefficient of variation (CVs) for each protein in each subset. Decoy is a
subset of PSMs with their protein assignments randomized. (c) Comparing protein CVs of n = 275
proteins between the Spectra and DART-ID PSM subsets, and from the Spectra and Decoy subsets.
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Figure 8 | Quantification of proteins identified by spectra alone and by DART-ID
(a) Principal component analysis of the proteomes of 375 samples corresponding to either T-cells
(Jurkat cell line) or to monocytes (U-937 cell line). The Spectra set contains proteins with Spectral
PSMs filtered at 1% FDR, and the DART-ID set contains a disjoint set of proteins quantified from
PSMs with high Spectral PEP but low DART-ID PEP. Only peptides with less than 5% missing
data were used for this analysis, and the missing data were imputed. (b) The distributions of some
features of the Spectra and DART-ID PSMs differ slightly. These features include: precursor ion
area is the area under the MS1 elution peak and reflects peptide abundance; precursor ion fraction
which reflects MS2 spectral purity; missed cleavages is the average number of internal lysine
and arginine residues; and % missing data is the average fraction of missing TMT reporter ion
quantitation per PSM. All distributions are significantly different, with p < 10−4.
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Figure 9 | DART-ID identifies more differentially abundant proteins
The difference in protein abundance between T-cells and monocytes was visualized in the space of
fold-change and its significance, i.e., volcano plots. The volcano plot using only proteins quantified
from Spectra PSMs (a) identifies fewer proteins than the volcano plot using proteins from Spectra
+ DART-ID PSMs (b). Fold changes are averaged normalized RI intensities of T-cells (Jurkat
cell line) / monocytes (U-937 cell line). q-values are computed from two-tailed t-test p-values
and corrected for multiple hypotheses testing. (c) Number of differentially abundant proteins as a
function of the significance FDR from panels a and b.
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Supporting Information Figures809

Label (TMT tag) 100xM set 1xM set
126 5,000 Jurkat cells 50 Jurkat cells
127N 5,000 U-937 cells 50 U-937 cells
127C empty empty
128N empty empty
128C 100 Jurkat cells 1 Jurkat cell
129N 100 U-937 cells 1 U-937 cell
129C 100 Jurkat cells 1 Jurkat cell
130N 100 U-937 cells 1 U-937 cell
130C 100 Jurkat cells 1 Jurkat cell
131N 100 U-937 cells 1 U-937 cell
131C empty empty

Table 1 | Design of 100×M and 1×M SCoPE-MS sets
Experimental design for the SCoPE-MS sets as described by Specht et al., 2018 [2], copied with
permission from the authors. Schematic for the design of 100×M sets and the proteome amounts
corresponding to 1 × M sets. Jurkat and U-937 cells are cell lines of T-cells and monocytes,
respectively.
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σik – Standard deviation of the positive portion of the in-
ferred RT distribution for peptide i in experiment k
µk, σk – Mean and standard deviation of all retention times
in experiment k.
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Figure S1 | Mixture model incorporates spectral confidence to estimate likelihood of ob-
serving RTs. In the global alignment process, the likelihood of the alignment function and the
reference RT is estimated from a mixture model, which combines the two possibilities of whether
the peptide is assigned the correct or incorrect peptide sequence. These two distributions are then
weighted by the error probability (PEP). This is similar to the update process, which updates the
error probability and incorporates the previous error probability, as well as the two conditional
probability distributions.
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Figure S2 | Comparison of linear and segmented fits for reference RTs in experiments
(a) The reference RT of PSMs compared with their observed RTs, and the model plotted in green
line (linear fit), or green and red lines (segmented fit, representing the two segments). For the
segmented fit, the inflection point is marked with the dotted blue line. Both fits were specified
separately and run separately with the same input data. (b) Empirical cumulative density function
(ECDF) of the residual RTs for both fits. The residual RT is defined as the Observed RT −
Inferred RT, where the inferred RT is the reference RT aligned to that particular experiment via.

the model function – linear or segmented. (c) Model-fitted standard deviations, σik, for each PSM
as estimated by both linear and segmented fits. Points below the 45◦ line indicate a lower modeled
RT standard deviation for the segmented fit, and vice versa. Clusters of points correspond to PSMs
belonging to a particular experiment, as the PSM-specific variance of σik is mostly reliant on the
experiment in which the PSM is observed.
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Figure S3 | Accuracy of RT inferences varies with time and between experiments.
(a) Residual RT (observed RT - aligned RT) binned by RT for 60 min LC-MS runs. The gradient
run is 5 – 35%B from 0 – 48 min, with a wash step of 35 – 100%B from 48 – 60 min. (b) Residual
RT varying between different experiments, all 60 min LC-MS/MS runs.
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Figure S4 | Distribution choice for inferred RT distribution and null RT distribution
(a) Empirical distribution of all residual RTs, i.e., Observed RT − Predicted RT, and (b) all RTs.
Red lines denote the distributions parametrized from the data.
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Figure S5 | Bayesian updates of PSM confidence using RTs estimated by different methods
(a) 2D density distributions of posterior error probabilities (PEP) derived from spectra alone (Spec-
tral PEP) compared to the PEP after incorporating RT evidence. The RT estimates are the same as
the ones shown in Fig. 2. (b) Comparison of updated PEP derived from DART-ID and MaxQuant
RT estimates. (c) Increase in confident PSMs at set confidence threshold using updated PEPs.
(d) Validation of upgraded PSMs with quantification variance within proteins.
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Figure S6 | Distributions of Spectral PEPs and DART-ID PEPs. The bimodality of the DART-
ID distribution suggests that DART-ID’s use of RTs helps cleanly separate correct from incorrect
PSMs.
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Figure S7 | Consistency of quantification between Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets
The fold change in normalized RI intensity (T-cell/monocyte), from common proteins between the
Spectra and DART-ID PSM sets. We included all proteins – not just those that are significantly
(< 1% FDR) differentially abundant.
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Experiment Peptide α RT (min) Aligned RT (min) Std (min) PEP
A EQSAAER 35.12 30.11 0.10 0.05
C EQSAAER 26.25 30.02 0.02 0.48
F EQSAAER 27.82 30.21 0.22 0.42
M EQSAAER 32.99 29.94 0.15 0.07
Y EQSAAER 33.14 29.97 0.05 0.13
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Figure S8 | Deriving conditional probability of RT given a correct match
(a) The conditional probability distribution of RT given a correct peptide sequence assignment
incorporates evidence about that peptide sequence across many different experiments. “Aligned
RT” is the RT after applying the alignment function, and “Std” is inferred RT standard deviation for
the peptide in the given experiment. (b) For each RT observation for a sequence in an experiment,
we infer two distributions: one corresponding to RT density given a correct PSM and the other to
an incorrect PSM match. These densities are weighted by the 1-PEP and the PEP respectively and
summed to produce the marginal RT distribution. (c) The marginal RT distribution is then used
to sample B bootstrap replicates of of the observed RTs. Each bootstrapped RT is then used to
construct a bootstrapped reference RT for a given sequence. The reference RT is the median of
the resampled RTs (in the aligned space). (d) The B bootstrap samples of µi are used to build
distributions where the variance is determined by the model-derived variance of the peptide in
an experiment. (e) The combination of the distributions in panel (d) forms a posterior predictive
distribution for the observed RT, given that the peptide sequence assignment is correct.
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Figure S9 | Distribution of peptides quantified per protein
(a) Quantified PSMs per protein, including peptide sequences quantified across multiple experi-
ments, and (b) peptide sequences quantified per protein. “Spectra” indicates proteins from PSMs
identified below 1% FDR. “DART-ID new proteins” indicates PSMs boosted to below 1% FDR,
that have different protein assignments from “Spectra”, i.e., this set of proteins and the “Spectra”
set of proteins is disjoint. “DART-ID all proteins” contains all PSMs with updated DART-ID FDR
< 1% FDR regardless of protein assignment. All PSMs are filtered at < 1% FDR at the protein
level.
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